Our experience (on this
level)
• Bliss (or synonyms like joy,
pleasure, delight, happiness,
ecstasy, rapture, etc.)
• Kairos time experience
• Past, present and future exist
simultaneously. The distinction
between them is an illusion.
• “The Art” - the way of the
human heart, cultivating
existence into sheer
compassionate behavior and
joyful being, love, light, power,…
• Coherence, the web, the nest
of the world

•

•

Postural Integration® (complemented by EI and PHI)
is the process of becoming conscious and embodying
your true self in the universe, with the help of deep
holistic and integrative bodywork, e.i. becoming
conscious of your “postures” (created in life) and the
personal development on all levels of being: Spirit, NoMind, Mind, Emotions & Body. PI induces healing of the
whole existence of the person (salutogenesis) and not
only his/her body or mind. This involves the integration
of clarity, illumination & coherence. The acquisition and
use of free will is extremely important in this as are
facilitating conscious learning, awareness and
enlightenment - Phases of adult human metamorphosis.

5th Spirit/Soul

• From Zen No Mind: a mind that is not fixated or busy • Transgenerational Integration
by thought or emotion and thus open for all that is.
• Zero-energyfield - Heisenbergs uncertainty principle
• From Gestalt theory: work with all figures in our
dreams, as well with the ground that is at the basis of it.
- Non-knowing
• From Jung: We can contain and connect with the
manyfold figures of the collective unconscious “within”.
Today we speak of quantum or holographic coding of
our DNA and our holographic memory, that is
analogous with the Akasha field

(We share the breath of our
ancestors)
• Pelvic-Heart Integration - Systemic Relation therapy - Active
Imagination (Jung) - Internal Dialogues with Archetypes - Ericksonian
Hypnotherapy - Shamanistic techniques - Gestalt view - dialogues
with the invisible - Constructive Regression - (PI)“Birth exercise”:
phases of psychological birth -(PI)“Fascist exercise”: experiencing of
all traumatic aspect of human interaction - (PI)“Death exercise”:
psychological death, experience of personal ruin and ultimate disaster,
…Re-metamorphosis of real genuine self.

QUANTUM

4th Intuitive/Quantum Body
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• Guidelines for working with emotions are systems

based on different numbers of elements (the basis of
different types of “character medicine” a) 2 elements
• Feelings
(Yin/Yang), 3 doshas (Ayurveda), 4 or 5 elements
• Emotions
(Hippokrates, TCM, Ayurveda). Primary emotions are
• Levels of emotional
experiences: Primary, secondary, like primary colors: Anger, Joy, Sadness, Fear, Sympathy.
Tertiary emotions
These emotions need to expand freely in the whole
body and from one in the other as a condition for
• Making sense of it. What
does it have to do with? Past?
health on all levels. All other emotions are seen as
Present?
secondary emotions (they are a combination of primary
emotions). Tertiary emotions are sensorimotor affects;
b) The Reichian theory of emotional armoring; c) Jack
Painter’s “Energetic Cycle”;

• In the holistic bodymind view, the body is the basis of

•
•

5 (6) Senses
Movement

the personality. The other bodies in the pyramid can not
be separated and need to be seen as as different
dimensions or sides of the one body. On this level we
enter with :
• Bodywork - 12 PI- Paradigm sessions/ Bodyfosus
sessions
• Physiological work
• Embodiment - Awareness through movement
• Healty Lifestyle (Right Environment, Right Food,
Right Sleep, Right Exercise, Right Sex)
• Feldenkrais
• Alexander technique, Aston Patterning, etc.

The therapist is the tool - His diagnosis depends on
intuition and a very good mutual emotional contact and
confidence between the client and the therapist. It is
based on the therapist’s interpretation of the client’s
unbalance in character as materialised by symptoms from
spirit, mind, emotions, or body. The unbalanced element(s),
where the client has too much or too little “energy” are
thus determined. Dream interpretation, forms of
clairvoyance & truth telling can be tested to certain
degrees without imposing. To be in flow, to be conscious,
and to be happy (in the state of sat-shit-ananda: present,
knowing and happy) is further developed into nonknowing (cp. Zen: “state of no mind”) and just being
dancing with the client’s consciousness in a state where all
decisions are not made and the action never becomes a
problem.

• Based on Reichian and Post-Reichian inspiration, work is done with

Mystery religions - Arthurian
Legends - American Indian Myths Book of the Dead etc. - Upanishads Kundalini - Chakras - Padmas -Ohm Mantras - Yantras …- Mandala
bodywork -Spiral & Vortex Symbolism Coherence Theory (Antonovsky) Spiral Dynamics (Graves) - Radical
Aliveness, Honesty and Truth Selfhealing - Prayer - Meditation Awakening - Gestalt & Existential views
& methods of consciousness and
guidance - Gurdjieff’s Enneagram Myth as language of the soul

•

Dialogue = spiritual dialogue (ego
with transpersonal entities, ancestral
spirits, archetypal figures, inner
projections,
• Transpersonal work/healing
• “Rebirthing”
• Holotropic Breathwork/Psychedelic
psychotherapy
• Guided Phantasy
• Trance Manifestations, Shamanistic
journeys & rituals

• What are your Perceptions?
• Dialogue:= Selftalk (ego to ego)
layers of consciousness in the personality (esp. Core-Energetics): The • Memories?
•"Group" discussiion (ego with
“Mask” (the limited little ego driven by self-will and full of illusions) is • Dreams?
subpersonalities) ->Voice Dialogue
penetrated, “Lower Self” is made conscious and transformed;
• Affects?
• Gestalt dialogues with …
reaching out and finally grounding in the “Higher Self” (your creative
• Behavior - Verbal and Non-verbal / Voluntary and • Characteranalytic work
ego and authentic core of Love, Power and Serenity) is supported in
Involuntary
• Becoming conscious and
order to connect yourself with your Universal Lifeplan (The more we
transforming negative intentions and
open ourselves and allow the expression of our core, the more we vitalise
character distortions.
the universe and the stream of all life (reciprocity - Teilhard de Chardin)
BELIEFS
• Deep Meditation
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Integration (see: http://icpit.org/postural-integration/):
convictions, beliefs, intentions (positive and negative) are
made conscious. Naming of these is important. Work
with the mind happens simultaneously with work with
the body and the emotions. What was unconscious is
made conscious through experience. PI can be seen a
psychotherapy (PPI is recognized by EAP and EABP).
• Psychosomatics explores the relationship between
social, psychological and behavioral factors and bodily
processes.
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Systems of Belief
Attitudes
Thoughts
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• Our reality is a materialization of our consciousness
• Work with the Mind is one of the 4 pillars of Postural

Additional inspirations/
procedures in PI/PHI/EI

Diagnostic Methods

PI practice is consistent with universal sources of wisdom. These can • Beyond the dialogues lies the unspeakable experience
come from the four directions. Examples: ZEN: a) And/And: (non translatable) of the cosmic emptiness of Clear Light,
inclusiveness and a connection of opposites; b) Living from the realm of archetypal light and sound as pure
consciousness: in the midst of all confusion staying in contact with consciousness.
yourself, the point of rest in the chaos; c) Here and Now: to be • Knowing
entirely OK with what presents itself in the here and now, in what • Awareness
form whatsoever; not staying stuck in the story; d) Sensitive body: You • Connection
are a form, a sensitive expression of life; e) Yin/Yang/Movement: In PI 3 • Being alive and real
drops (see PI-symbol); TANTRA, YOGA and TAO, etc.: e.g. The way
towards ecstasy. PI helps recovering purpose and meaning of life by
improving existential coherence and ability to love, understand, and
function sexually
DIVINE
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Sat-shit-ananda: Present,
Knowing and Happy
• Being & Dancing with
Consciousness
• The integration of the
masculine and the feminine life
principle (and of the pelvis and
heart energies in the PHI
process).
• Experiencing the orgastic and
ecstatic dimensions in the
universal being on a quantum
level through work with the
“Natural Energetic Cycle.”

Practice - Methods and Techniques in Postural
Integration (+EI + PHI)

Anatomical & Conceptual Design

3rd Mental Body

•

De-armoring - Reichian Bodywork - Reichian Segments - Light
Meditation
• 5-Elements - Meridians - Chacras
• Breath & Emotions - Charging & Discharging - 9 breathing patterns
from Energetic Cycle + Blockages - Pranayama
• Emotional Release in the Fascia (using holistic PI-strokes &
Integration in connection.
• Laughter - Bonding
EMOTIONS

2nd Emotional/Energetic Body

• Awareness:

Feeling, Body sensations, Energy, Movement inside, body
movement
• Breathwork
• Imagination and intent
• Touch
• “When the brakes are on” ->Breathing, Moving, Sounding
• Rhythmic Fitness - Natural Cycle workouts (Jack Painter)

• Very carefully observing and interviewing the client
• Yin and Yang – Ayurveda - the Western four element

system and the Chinese five element system -> Cient’s
character (in the body, consciousness, “energy”,
“meridians, “personality”, or “energetic body/aura”)
together with the sub elements, / single elements for
example cold, joy, rage etc.
• Proces indicators: Deeper and wider reach in affect?
• Greater capacity to tolerate feeling? Affect?
• Adequate action/Expression or adequate non-action or
non-expression of emotion.
• Catharsis vs. tolerating emotions

Trauma work - based on Painter/
Levine/Ogden/Selvam/…
• Work with resistances
• Charakteranalysis
• Therapist’s libidinous investment in
sexual abstinence (Searles)

• Diagnosis of body systems
• Expanding the body in relationship to
• Layer 1: Skin, Bones, Muscles, Fascia, Ligaments, the experience
Tendons, Joints, Cartilage
• Somatic NS: regulates muscles
(voluntary): We need to expand this
• Layer II : Organs, Glands,Vessels
level in order to regulate the muscles
• Layer III : CNS, Brain, marrow
• Characterological Body Reading
• Autonomous NS: Bloodvessels,
organs, glands - Regulate autonomous
• Anatomy Trains
BODY

1st Physical Body

•

regulation - Stress reduction
• Expansion of physiology
• Self-regulation through interaction
• Work with resistance against changes
of lifestyle
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